
FINAL EDITED ESSAY 

Assignment Three  

Understanding Visual Culture 

Decoding advertisements 



‘Advertisements have to translate statements from the world of things … into a form that means 

something in terms of people’ (Williamson, 1978:12). 

For this third assignment we are asked to choose a current advertisement or advertising 

campaign and, drawing on the work of Barthes and others, analyse it to show how it derives and 

conveys its meanings to its intended audience. 

I have chosen to analyse an advertisement by Yeo Valley Farms for strawberry yogurt (fig.1) 

which was published in Foodism magazine on 07 February 2017. 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Fig. 1 Yeo Valley Yogurt (2017)



Writing in Rhetoric of the Image, Barthes (1999:38) posits that ‘we never encounter (at least in 

advertising) a literal image in a pure state’, declaring that ‘in advertising the signification of the 

image is undoubtably intentional: the signifieds of the advertising message are formed a priori by 

certain attributes of the product and these signifieds have to be transmitted as clearly as possible’ 

(ibid).)  He proposes a three-part structure for image analysis; the linguistic message, the 

denoted (literal) message and the connoted (symbolic) message. 

The linguistic message 

The linguistic content of the advertisement comprises seven elements: 

1. ’Yeo Valley Family Farm’.  This first textual element, on the pot lid, directs the reader firmly 

towards the identity of the advertiser and is a good example of the ‘anchorage’ control 

technique described by Barthes  (1999:37-38).  The use of the words ‘family farm’ as a 

signifier is a deliberate advertising tool with the inference of ‘from our family to your family’ 

intending to create a bond with the reader and calling them into the advertisement, 

establishing a friendly relationship with common ground and instilling a sense of 

trustworthiness.  However, whilst it is true that the farm was started by family members and 

is still family-owned and run, the company in 2015 had a turnover of £300m a year and 

employed 1,500 people (Anderson, 2015).  A product recall in 2016 revealed that the 

company supplies both own-brand and Collective Dairy brand yogurts to a number of 

supermarkets (Food Standards Agency, 2016).  The common ground with the reader sought 

by the advertiser through their use of the word ‘family’ therefore maybe isn’t as common as 

the company would like us to believe.  

The mythology around the words ‘family’ and ‘farm/farming’ also creates a further level of 

signification, with the former inferring a close-knit happy unit and the latter often being 

associated with nature and the natural.  These signifieds would seem to be key tools currently 

in the advertising world. 

2. ’Love Yeo-self’, is the prominent piece of text in the advertisement.  It is a direct invitation to 

the reader to love themselves as well as others on Valentine’s Day; treat yourself to 

something nice and what better way to do this than by buying a Yeo Valley yogurt!  The 
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reader is invited to participate, to be the carefree young woman in the advertisement and is 

hailed through Althusser’s concept of interpellation: 

‘All ideology hails or interpellates concrete individuals as concrete subjects, by the    
functioning of the category of the subject... ideology ‘acts’ or  ‘functions’ in such a way  
that it ‘recruits’ subjects among the individuals (it recruits them all) or ‘transforms’ the  
individuals into subjects (it transforms them all) by that very precise operation which I  
have called interpellation or hailing, and which can be imagined along the lines of the   
most commonplace everyday police (or other) hailing: ‘Hey, you there! ... Assuming that  
the theoretical scene I have imagined takes place in the street, the hailed individual will  
turn round. By this mere one-hundred-and-eighty degree physical conversion, he   
becomes a subject. Why? Because he had recognised that the hail was “really” addressed 
to him, and that “it was really him who was hailed” (and not someone else)’  

(Althusser, 1999:320-321)  

The choice of a woman for this campaign would seem to a deliberate attempt by the advertiser 

to directly identify with what appears to be their target audience of mainly young, female 

shoppers. 

From a structuralist viewpoint, both Barthes (1967) and Foucault (2003) questioned the 

concept of the author, with Barthes in particular inviting the participation of the reader with his 

statement that ’the birth of the reader must be ransomed by the death of the author’ (Barthes, 

1967:6) 

3. ’We pour all our love into our pots.  So take a moment for yeo-self, and enjoy every last bit.  

Love from our farm in Somerset x  

The use of the word ‘love’ and the ‘x’ are further references to Valentine’s Day, signifying 

passion, whilst the last sentence of the text, together with the letter ‘x’ signifying a kiss, can 

be read as a sign-off on a friendly letter, again signifying the common ground of ‘our family to 

yours’.  Hall (2012:118) writes that such a personal form of advertising may create ‘a false 

feeling of intimacy’ between the advertiser and the reader, suggesting that this could lead to 

the disarming of the latter, making them more susceptible to the advertiser’s message.   

The emphasis placed upon the word ‘Somerset’ in an advertisement appearing in a London 

magazine (and distributed only in London as far as I am aware) is a blatant attempt to sell the 
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countryside ideal to city people.  People tend to associate the countryside with nature, open 

space, clean air and a slower pace of life (Country Life, 2012) and Yeo Valley are using 

carefully chosen words to signify that they are a company in harmony with nature.  By buying 

their yogurt you will become part of the countryside ideal, you will be a member of a large, 

desirable yet exclusive club. 

4. The texts on the yogurt pot provide the information that the shopper would see when looking 

at the product on the supermarket shelf.  Along with the brand logo as discussed above, we 

are told the flavour of the yogurt and we also see the statement ‘Proper organic Bio live 

yoghurt’.  The word ‘proper’ signifies authenticity; ’Organic is about buying into an ethos and 

a way of farming. A true organic consumer wants to buy from a credible outlet’ (Moore, 

2014).  It is interesting to note that this is the first time the word ‘organic’ appears in the 

advertisement and also that it is not prominent, either in its placing or its size.  This would 

appear to be a deliberate attempt to steer away from highlighting that the yogurt is an 

organic product, due to the image of organic food being perceived by some consumers as        

‘ ‘posh’, ‘worthy’  and ‘a bit dull’ ‘ (The Marketing Society, 2011).  Fun, not stuffiness, is the 

order of the day in this advertisement. 

5. ‘Supporting British Family Farms’ proposes an exchange between advertiser and potential 

consumer in which the latter is actively invited to participate though the introduction of a feel-

good factor.  An advertising ‘hook’, it infers that by buying Yeo Valley yogurt the purchaser will 

both share in the company’s ethos as well as ‘doing their bit’ in helping to support British 

family farms. Hall (2012:174) writes about the deliberate creation by advertisers of a feeling 

of disturbance that can be righted by the sale of their product and in this advertisement we 

see the company playing on the conscience of consumers (‘are we doing enough to support 

our farmers?’) and suggesting how this conscience can be salved (‘buy our yogurt’).   

6. The company’s logo, along with a hand-drawn strawberry, is placed in the bottom right-hand 

corner of the page.  From a structuralist viewpoint  this placement at the bottom of the page 

allows the viewer to associate the brand with the emotional engagement they have just 

experienced with the main part of the advertisement above (Dooley, 2010). 
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7.  ‘Photographed on our farm featuring Rosie having a #loveyeoselfmoment’ 

Deliberate emphasis is placed on the fact the advertisement is a photograph.  A photograph is 

considered truthful, as portraying reality, by most viewers, even if this is now increasingly 

becoming less and less the case due to digital manipulation techniques.  It is also the 

photographer’s choice, and in advertising, the designer’s choice, as to what is included (and 

not included) in the photograph and we can be sure that every element of the image has been 

selected specifically for its contribution to the advertiser’s message.  With a photograph giving 

an aura of the faithful reproduction of the real, it ‘innocents the semantic artifice of 

connotation’ (Barthes, 1999:40), giving the impression that the coded messages deliberately 

placed within it by the advertiser are in fact real and natural.   

The advertisement is deliberately made personal to the reader by giving the young woman a 

name, even though we have no idea who she is or whether Rosie is indeed her real name.  

One could conject that the name Rosie, with its association to both Rose and Rosemary 

signifying flowers, nature and the countryside, has been carefully chosen to align with the 

other messages of naturalness being delivered by the advertiser. 

The use of the hashtag targets the product at the younger generation. #loveyeoselfmoment 

links to a Twitter account so will appeal to those using social media.  It signifies that eating Yeo 

Valley yogurt is hip, ’cool’ and trendy as well as linking the product, and by association the 

purchaser, to the following of celebrity culture, of being part of the ‘in’ crowd that can be found 

on Twitter.  

Hall (2012) observes that repetition is often used for emphasis and in this advertisement we 

see the word ‘Yeo’ repeated six times, imprinting the brand subconsciously on the reader and 

demonstrating the use of anchorage in the linguistic message as posited by Barthes (1999). 

The denoted message 

Barthes (1999:158) describes denotation as being utopian in character, saying that ‘it will be 

understood that from an aesthetic point of view the denoted image can appear as a kind of Edenic 
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state of the image; cleared utopianically of its connotations, the image would become radically 

objective, or in the last analysis, innocent’. 

The denoted (non-coded) elements of the advertisement under discussion show the reader a 

photographic image, snapshot in style, of a smiling young woman of average appearance 

unselfconsciously licking the inside of a lid of a pot of yoghurt and looking to her left.  In the 

bottom left corner is depicted a family-sized tub of Yeo Valley strawberry yogurt, surrounded at 

the base by hand-drawn strawberry flowers.  In the bottom right corner is the company logo, 

alongside a hand-drawn strawberry.  

The connoted message 

We will now consider the third element of Barthes’ semiotic system, namely the coded 

connotational elements of the advertisement. 

The young woman’s blonde hair, blue eyes, white teeth and glowing complexion signify 

attractiveness, wholesomeness, youth and good health and her smiling, carefree demeanour 

signifies happiness.  Her licking of the yogurt lid connotes fun and spontaneity with a hint of 

rebellion.  

A red colour palette is used throughout the advertisement to signify love, passion and vitality.  

The heart logo signifies love, health and loyalty whilst the rustic colours of the background signify 

a rural setting. 

The overall connoted message is one of positivity, transferring desirable qualities into the brand 

and creating an ideological aura of all-round goodness and naturalness.  Barthes  (1999:56) takes 

his analysis a step further by developing the concept of myth, positing that ’myth is a double 

system; there occurs in it a sort of ubiquity: its point of departure is constituted by the arrival of 

a meaning’, further explaining that ‘the meaning is always there to present the form; the form is 

always there to outdistance the meaning’ (Barthes, 1999:57)  The signs from the first level of 

semiotic analysis become the signifiers in a second level, signifying a concept.   
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Fig. 2  Myth Today (1968) 

Using Barthes’ model, we see that the myth perpetuated by Yeo Valley is that product 

consumption and the expenditure of money are necessary for the consumer to become youthful, 

beautiful, healthy, happy and carefree. 

The analysis performed in this essay is based primarily on the writings of Barthes. Further 

analysis could look at more ideological assumptions and also apply the concepts of Post-

Structuralism.   

The underlying message of the advertisement however is to persuade the consumer that buying 

Yeo Valley yogurt will enable them to attain a healthy and happy lifestyle and allow them to 

become part of the countryside ideal. 

  

Language (first level) 1.  Signifier 2. Signified Myth (second level)

Yogurt Something healthy to 
eat

Healthy food is good 
for you

Myth (second level) I. Signifier (= 3. Sign) II. Signified = III. Sign

Desirable snack Happiness and life 
balance

Buying and eating 
healthy food are 
prerequisites for 
happiness; consumer 
will attain better 
lifestyle
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Fig. 3. Barthes’ Myth applied to Yeo Valley yogurt advertisement 



List of illustrations 

Figure 1. Yeo Valley. (2017) Yogurt [Advertisement] In: Foodism, February 2017 p.27 

Figure 2.  Barthes, R. (1968) Myth Today.  At: http://faculty.georgetown.edu/irvinem/theory/
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